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Jack and Annie are whisked back again to the Civil Battle, where they match Clara Barton and
save the life of their particular great-great-great-grand-father.
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Great book! Very satisfied.! What a great story for young people. My grandson began reading
these when he was 7, and they weren't over his mind.I look forward to reading more of these
books. Five Stars Great book Lots of History in an excellent Story This is the start of a fresh four-
book story arc for Magic Tree House, with Jack and Annie tasked with finding four different pieces
of writing from different historical periods. In addition to the interest of period travel. It has historic
facts woven in to the fantasy of the tail.I acquired this particular publication because our church
does a service each year to honor those that fought and died and lived during this time period
period - it’s called Peace Support. Our church sits just a couple of yards from where the fight of
Dranesville happened. And placing the reader in to the historical instant, bringing background
alive.Yes, I recommend these books for others to learn - be a part of history with each go through.
Amazon also generally have a wider option of the series than book stores want Barnes and Nobel
in prices up to half the .. He is 8 and still reading them. These books are a cry of rest from the five
minute books we usually read with our son and they have previously taught him so much about
science, nature, and particularly background. Jack and Annie, the lead heroes in the series, travel
through period and talk with prominent historical figures such as Equipment Queens, vacation to the
moon, spend a day with Abraham Lincoln, property in camp with General George Washington as
he is prepared to cross the Delaware, and also convince a Mozart to keep his pursuit in music.
Perfect condition, slight discount (hard to find on this series) and shipped out immediately. Even
though intended target audience of the series seem to be for kids around 8 - 10, our five year
outdated turns into engulfed in the tales each and every evening, always looking forward to what
adventure Jack and Annie are at risk of next. I am today onto purchasing the 3rd group of this
series for my granddaughter who simply started reading. An excellent kids book to increase the
series A good kids book to increase the series. I love that it teaches him age group appropriate
history that we can follow up with the actual fact trackers. Civil War on Sunday The fantastic
granddaughter chose this book from the Magic Tree House series No.It has a little of something for
everyone - exploration, mystery, history and intrigue. The different books are loosely connected by
including the major character types in each book. Magic Tree House Book Even though the topic
matter is a little heavy, history is accurately approached in a "kid friendly" method for early chapter
book readers.Amazon also generally have a wider availability of the series than book stores want
Barnes and Nobel at prices up to fifty percent the expense of the same.They're well written books
that peak interest in subjects young kids may not yet get access to and also have accompanying
research guides that provide detailed back stories and historical guides to the subjects covered in
the novels.! Great publication and educational! Civil Battle On Sunday is fantastic, but so are all the
other books in this series. These books certainly are a great way to really get your kids thinking
about history and view it as something that is not just bland and boring.Informing a bit of
background - hard stuff to tell younger ones but in such a great way for them to listen to and
understand.. We read a chapter or two every single night! We love these books We love these
books! They're fun for our girl and educational for parents! It has nice illustrations but not on every
web page.21, she is a devoted 2nd grade reader-who liked reading it along with others offered by
Amazon. Once she began the book, she wanted to complete it, which she did in record period. The
reader isn't just made part of the story but there's an element of exploration as well. In this book,
they're seeking "something to follow", and are repaid in time to one of the even more frightening and
tragic configurations they have visited: A field hospital in the American Civil War. This was certainly
one of the most emotionally-charged books in the series, with both children having moments of
dread and hopelessness that they had to get over. The story strikes a good balance, focusing at
different occasions on Jack and on Annie, and the introduction of Clara Barton as a mentor-figure



permits the right character development. Author Mary Pope Osborne threads a slim range,
conveying the horror of a healthcare facility filled with wounded soldiers without ever getting into
overtly gory descriptions. She ties in a respectable amount of Civil War history, given the space she
has to work with, and includes some superb details. Her usage of Walter Kittredge's music "Tenting
Tonight on the Aged Camp Ground" was an especially nice touch, and it had been fun to start to
see the lyrics contained in the "specifics" section at the end of the book. Great book My child loves
these books. This is a part of the Magic Tree Home series and it encourages teenagers to read.
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